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HONESTY, COMMITMENT
AND QUALITY SERVICE

Vision Oilfield Equipment Trading was established in 2005, it is an integrated manufacturing, planning and
designing company recognized for its quality service and equipment. The company has focused on developing
products for the oil and gas industry by designing and manufacturing oilfield storage and transportation tanks,
triplex twin pumps, silo tanks, centrifugal pumps, batch mixer, oilfield equipment solutions and supply of spare
parts. Our mission is to develop equipment to service the global markets and to be recognized leader in quality,
innovation, value and customer satisfaction.

With team efforts, we have established
ourselves as a leader in oilfield storage tanks and
fracturing equipment. We are also recognized as
a professional pump manufacturer and
centrifugal pumps throughout the global
market. Our technology, quality workmanship
and customer service have helped us to be able
to provide a wide range of diversified products

Vision Oilfield Equipment Trading is dedicated
to providing customers worldwide with
highend oilfield equipment to ensure quality
service and stability. With reliable performance
and short delivery time and professional after
sales service, the company equipment has been
distributed around Middle East and regions
providing safe, environment friendly and
reliable service for the oil and gas industry
offshore and onshore.

OUR MISSION
To deliver our best to provide the safest and most
efficient services of Oil Field Equipment that fit to
customer requirements, and exceed the level of
customer satisfaction worldwide

OUR VISION
To be the most admired and trusted company in Oil
Field industry through high-quality products and
services.

OUR VALUES
Honesty, Integrity, Respect, Care, Humility, Commitment
and Excellence

EQUIPMENT
PROFILE

We are proud of the products we manufacture. The quality of
product & performance reliability that we offer to our customers and we
appreciate the chance to talk to you about the products and
capabilities of Vision Oilfield Equipment Trading. Our equipment are
all certified with lifting certificate and MPI.

TRIPLEX
TWIN PUMP
The twin pump is used for performing high pressure
well service treatments. The high pressure pumping
system consists of two diesel engines, two power
shift transmission and two triplex pumps. They are
characterized by their compactness, data
acquisition, lightweight, high efficiency and ease of
maintenance. The pumps are equipped with hard
surface plungers and are recommended for
pumping cement, acid, water and other fluids. We
have also available single pump.

COILED TUBING
TRAILER MOUNTED
CT UNIT PACKAGE COMPOSED OF:
Power Pack Unit - Open Loop Design
Control Cabin
Coiled Tubing Reel
Injector Head
Well Control Equipment
Blow Out Preventer
Stuffing Box / Side door stripper
Shear Seal
Injector Power Hose Reel

SPECIFICATIONS:

BATCH MIXER
MOUNTING SKID
The Batch Mixer comes with a diesel driven hydraulic power pack
and it’s fitted with variable speed controls to allow fine tuning of the
agitators and centrifugal pumps to run at the desired speed to
achieve the job requirements. The Batch tank is fitted with an
educator assembly and mixing hopper to aid the mixing of
chemicals and cement. The educator assembly has an integral jet
assembly, which provides the necessary suction force to properly
mix the slurry. The educator assembly which sits on top of the batch
tank, accommodates a 4 inch mixing hopper and 2 - inch water line
to allow addition of chemicals and cement to achieve the correct
slurry density while circulating and agitating. We have two types of
Batch Mixer:
Cement Batch Mixer
Acid Batch Mixer

OUR BATCH MIXER IS TESTEDIN ZONE 2 AND SAFE ZONE.
BELOW IS OUR OPTION FOR BATCH MIXER CAPACITY:
100 bbl
120 bbl
150 bbl
200 bbl

Engine C9 caterpillar
Drust gear box
Veljin (Dennison Style) hydraulic system
Centrifugal Pump (mission & double-life)
Murphy control panel
Butterfly Valve (SPM, FMC & Demco
Actuator valve (FMC)
Chalwyn Valve
Spark Arrestor
Shutdown Emergency System

SKID MOUNTED
FILTRATION EQUIPMENT
Vision filtration unit can help identify and apply targeted
solutions to clean the wellbore of contaminants and
prevent particles from blocking pores in the formation.
We have developed a range of filtration solutions,
including dual pod filtration units and traditional filter
presses to go along with advanced solutions for
technically challenging wells and low-permeability
formations to help ensure maximum filtration, minimum
formation plugging, and environmental compliance.

C-PUMP
Centrifugal pumps are used to transport
fluids by the conversion of rotational kinetic
energy to the hydrodynamic energy of the
fluid flow. The rotational energy typically
comes from engine or electric motor.

CRUDE OIL
STORAGE TANK
The construction of storage tanks for crude
oil is a process that requires great care. There
is no room for leaks in these tanks and they
must rigorously test before they put to use.
The specifications for these tanks differ from
client to client.

ACID TANK
MOUNTED TRAILER
The Acid Tank Mounted Trailer is designed to store
and transport acid, it is use to Provides acid storage
and transport for oilfield use and used to fill up an acid
plant.
The fill and discharge line are located on the rear for
easy access. The safety equipment located on the
manhole provides safe loading and unloading. Access
located at the top for easy access. The interior is
designed to transport acid: the tank is equipped with
extra thickness of composite material and fiberglass
coating which requires minimum maintenance.

FRAC TANK
A Frac Tank used to hold water or a prop
pant, when a well fractured. The material is
held in a frac tank and connected by a hose
or pipeline to a pump that will flow it down
the wellbore at a high pressure to push
open the formation and the prop pant is
used to keep it open.

BOP 41/16
4 1/16" 15K Quad BOP is a 4 ram configuration designed to
protect against blowouts of coiled tubing operations.
That includes pipe seal, pipe cut, pipe clamping and complete
well seal which is suitable for high pressure wellhead control
and H2S S service. Hydraulically driven and manual lock
capability ensures quick response and safe operation, even
with rams applicable to oil tubing of various sizes. The designed
hydraulic system facilitates quick and easy maintenance
operation without removing hydraulic cylinder from the BOP.
Pressure balance piston for shear operations with no booster
required. The compact size and light weight allows easier

SILO TANK
EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
Mounted Cement silos capacity 1050 cu. Ft. and 3000 cu ft.
Material steel: shell A36 shell, cone & dish end 10mm thickness.
Discharge line three butterfly valve 5” and 5” WECO union.
Filling line three butterfly valve 4” and 4” WECO union.
Vent line one butterfly valve 3” with 3” WECO union.
Lifting eye four numbers.
Painting internal: NIL
Painting external: Three coat paint
Manhole cover 20” Aluminum cover make by west coast.
Aeration system: Eight numbers of nozzles fix on cone bottom.
Hoses: one inches rubber pipe 70psi brand ALFA FLEX origin. Italy
One way valve and ball valve one inch brand: MJ origin: USA
PRV 2” Brand : AQUATROL, origin USA

SURGE TANK
The surge tank is designed to receive cement, bentonite
baryte , from bulk plant or trailer and to supply dry
materials for mixing with a bowl or PCM (Process Control
Mixer). The fill and vent line are located on the side for
easy acccess A vent line is available for use with a dust
collector. The pressure relief valve provides safe
unloading. The interior is designed to allow dry material
to flow out under air pressure. The silo is equipped with
multi section air pad which requires minimum
maintenance. Manholes are located for easy access.

1440
SEPARATOR
Separator is used to separate gas, oil and, water to
a level and provides accurate measurement of
each produced phase. Gas is measured using a
differential orifice meter.
Liquid measurements are obtained from industry
standard turbine flow meters.

CHOKE MANIFOLD
The dual choke manifold has on one side of the flow path an
adjustable choke to allow a flexible control of the back pressure
during well killing or well lifting. It is equipped with a data
manifold where a pressure recorder can be connected or for
sampling for BSW measurement during flow period. The fixed
choke side provides a means of conducting extended flow
period for well clean-up on a known choke size.
VALVES

SPECIFICATION
DIMENSION

Upstream Valves: 3 1/16” 10K Cameron Type “F” gate valves

Length (m):

3.38

Width (m):

1.54

Height (m):

0.97

Weight (lbs):

2,100

Max. W.P. (psi):

10,000

Max. Test press (psi): 15,000

Downstream Valves: 3 1/8” 5K Cameron Type “F” gate valves
Adjustable Choke: 3 1/16” 10K Cameron “H-2” Adj. Choke
On one side of the flow path; an adjustable choke is used to allow a more flexible control for
the well bore clean up.
On the opposite side; a positive fixed bean is installed which allows a more accurate flow
control for pre-determined flow rates

HT 400 SINGLE PUMP
Skid Design

New custom made heavy-duty crash frame with forklift pocket, certified pad
eye and lifting slings, control panel mounted on platform for controlling, bet
better unit supervision and maintenance purposes, epoxy coated

Engine

Serviced Detroit Diesel 8V-92/450hp.

Triplex Pump

Halliburton HT 400, equipped with 4.5” Plunger,5” stroke, MAWP 7000PSI,
(Min ate 1.5bpm at 6290 psi, Max Rate 8.4bpm at 1660psi)

Transmission

Alison HT 750 for use with diesel engine up to 445hp (332KW)

Centrifugal Pump

Brand new 4x5x14 FORUM, Canadian manufactured.

Control Panel and Display

Brand new mechanical panel, equipped with the required gauges to
monitor engine and operation parameters, sketch to help the operator
controlling the valve actuators and pumping lines, MC III data display for
pumping rate and pressure can be connected to CT DAS.

Radiator

Serviced engine radiator, and New cooler for hydraulic system and triplex
lubricant.

High Pressure Line

Brand new, certified SPM high-pressure line for discharge and circulation.
HP pressure relief valve on discharge side.

Low Pressure Manifold

Brand new SPM 4” BFV.

Butterfly Valves

Brand new SCH 40 mild steel 4” piping for suction.

BFV Actuators

Brand New FMC actuators, connected to the control panel via pneumatic
system.

Hydraulic Tank

Brand new hydraulic tank.

Diesel Tank

Renewed 500lit diesel tank with filtering system.

Hydraulic / Air Hoses

New hydraulic, pneumatic, diesel, lub and all other hoses.

Weight and Dimension

Approximately 7.3 Ton/L:6000, W:2400, H:300)

WATER TANK
Meters water tank, also known as dump tank or measuring
tank,is used for metering crude oil after separation and
calibrating metering devices like flow gauges on the separator oil
lines in a testing system.It is a nonpressurized vessel, and can also
be used for temporarily storing the oil.Since the measuring tank
is attached a crude-oil transfer pump, it is convenient to load and
transport oil and water.

BATCH MIXER
MOUNTING TRAILER
Batch Mixer Mounting Trailer is mainly used for slurry
mixing of onshore and desert oilfield cementing jobs,
especially those with critical requirements of the slurry.
This unit mainly consists of the trailer, engine, pump
drive, centrifugal pumps, batch mixing tanks, hydraulic
system, lubrication system, water manifold, slurry
manifold, pneumatic system and instrument control
box. It features reasonable layout, compact structure,
simple pipeline routing and convenient cleaning with
little water.This unit includes two independent mixing
systems each of which is based on one mixing tank.
Each mixing system has its own recirculating pump,
water manifold, slurry manifold and cement throttling
hopper. It is available for either system to be used as the
other’s standby as in an emergency.

NITROGEN PUMP 180K
An Oilfield Nitrogen pumping unit is highly
sophisticated device which performs several
simultaneous functions in order to convert liquid to a
gas. Nitrogen unit is fed with liquid nitrogen at a
temperature of -1960C. It then pumps the liquid
nitrogen at this temperature to pressure up to 15,000
psi before it supplies heat to transform the liquid

MAIN FEATURES:
Power up to 600 HP
DNV 2.7-1 frame
Zone II certified
Flow Rates up to 6000 scfm
Pumping pressure up to 15,000 psi

NITROGEN TANKS SERVICES
VISION CRYOGENIC TANKS AND EQUIPMENT
SERVICES INCLUDES:
Cryogenic tanks vacuum service
Periodic tanks testing
PRV and gauge re-certification
Replacement of cold ends and boost pumps

WE ARE DEALING WITH THE FOLLOWING
TOP COMPANIES IN OILFIELD

